
To be filled out by the MCC 

employee requesting computer 

equipment or software.

Cost is necessary to submit this 

form.  OIT will assist with finding 

pricing.  Submit a partial form to OIT 

and they will return to the requesting 

party with pricing

Use this part of the form to explain to 

your department chair/manager and 

vice president what you will use the 

purchase for.

If there is any additional information 

OIT can provide to assist with the 

process it will be shown here.

Budgets are set during the budget 

process.  Any purchase outside of 

the process requires a department 

code to charge to.  Please use the 

full 13 digit account code to insure 

the form can be processed.

The request must have all approvals 

to process.

Computer Equipment Request Form

How To

This form is used to request computer equipment or software.  This form and procedure is not intended to replace 

normal budgeting process.  Use this form for small purchases to support needs identified during time periods outside 

of the budget cycle.  To complete the procedure, use the following steps:

1.  Fill out the top of the form with the name of the requesting MCC staff or faculty making the request.

2.  Identify the item or items needed.  Be specific as possible.

3.  Describe in detail what the intended use or expected benefit is.  This will help your department chair or manager in the 

decision making process.

3.  Submit the partial form to OIT to assist with pricing if needed.  OIT can help with determining the costs associated 

with the request.  OIT will then return the form to you with pricing.

4.  Work with your department chair or manager to determine the budget code to charge your purchase to.  A budget 

code is required to process the request.

5.  Collect approvals from your department chair/manager and vice president.

6.  Submit the fully completed form to OIT for ordering.
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